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Ancient Witness:  Luke 12:22-27, 29-31 

 

Jesus said to his disciples, “Therefore I tell you, do not worry about your life, what you 

will eat, or about your body, what you will wear.  For life is more than food, and the body 

more than clothing. Consider the ravens: they neither sow nor reap, they have neither 

storehouse nor barn, and yet God feeds them. Of how much more value are you than the 

birds! And can any of you by worrying add a single hour to your span of life?  If then you 

are not able to do so small a thing as that, why do you worry about the rest? Consider the 

lilies, how they grow: they neither toil nor spin; yet I tell you, even Solomon in all his 

glory was not clothed like one of these. 

 

And do not keep striving for what you are to eat and what you are to drink, and do not 

keep worrying. All the nations of the world that strive after all these things, yet your Abba 

God well knows what you need.  Instead, strive for God’s kingdom, and these things will 

be given to you as well. 

 

Maria Montessori, the famous Italian educator, wrote, 

 

There are some who think that the child’s value for humanity lies in the fact that she will 

someday be an adult.  In this way they detract from the true value of childhood by shifting 

it only into the future.  This cannot be justified.  The child is a human entity having 

importance in herself; she is not just a transition on the way to adulthood. 

 
It’s good to enjoy and celebrate milestones and achievements, but it’s a problem when we attach 

too much significance to them.  We can focus too much on the future, we worry and stress, and 

neglect to really appreciate the true value in the here and now, looking for the Next Big Thing to 

give our lives meaning and value.  Children, for example, don’t have more value for humanity 

when they develop into adults.  Every phase of life, every moment is unmeasurably precious.     

It was Emerson who said, 

 

[Humanity] postpones or remembers; it does not live in the present, but with reverted 

eye laments the past, or heedless of the riches that surround it, stands on tiptoe to 

foresee the future… [Human beings] cannot be happy and strong until they too live with 

nature in the present, above time. 

 

This is a big week for graduations, and there have been lots of commencement addresses 

imparting jewels of wisdom to graduates and their families across the nation.  And we stand on 

tiptoe to foresee the Next Big Thing.  What would you say if you only had one shot at it?  One 

last thing to say?  Then I began wondering.  What would my own primary spiritual teacher, 

Jesus, say if he were invited to give an address?  Would he even make the cut?  How would his 

message be received by the crowd? 
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After all, at his first sermon, he started out with a joke: “the truth is, no prophet is welcome in his  

hometown.”  But then the crowd turned on him anyway and tried to throw him off a cliff. 

 

The message of Jesus would, I think, be like messages from other great spiritual teachers such as 

the Buddha and others.  Here it is: 

 

Remember, you already have everything you need for happiness and contentment. 

 

“The kingdom is within you.  It’s been there all along.”  “Consider the lilies of the field and the 

birds of the air.  They don’t worry.”  Be like them.  Forget the future. 

 

There’s an old Chinese saying:   

 

When the eye is unobstructed there is sight. 

When the heart is unobstructed there is joy. 

When the mind is unobstructed there is truth. 

 

Having a life with sight, joy and truth is possible, but we need to get past the obstructions.  This 

leads me to point number two: 

 

You don’t have happiness and contentment, and your life is a mess, because you’ve been 

given the wrong ideas. 

 

And to all the graduates out there: We’re sorry.  As parents we were just trying to do our job.  

But we, no doubt, have communicated the wrong ideas.  With good intentions, we’ve provided 

obstructions to the eye, heart and mind.  We’ve done our best, but sorry.  Oh, and you’ll do the 

same thing, if you get the chance, by the way. 

 

We’re sorry, but the truth is, we’re still learning this; we haven’t fully learned it ourselves: We 

have everything we need for contentment.  

 

Now, learning this sounds deceptively easy, but this is a very difficult thing to learn, way more 

difficult than calculus or organic chemistry.  It takes a lifetime of learning and relearning. 

 

The Buddhist word for this is attachment, which is very often misunderstood.  The goal of 

detachment is not the absence of desire.  Desire is often very good.  As Tilopa, the 11th century 

Indian master famously said, “The problem is not enjoyment; the problem is attachment.” 

 

But desire becomes an attachment when we hook our happiness to it, when our happiness 

depends on it.  True, deep, abiding happiness is not getting what you want.  Happiness is 

something we’re born with.  But we’ve been taught—and we pass this along—that other things 

bring happiness. 

 

So many things can be an attachment:  money, status, a spouse, approval.  This is the most 

important message, it seems to me, yet one that we spend no time teaching: You have everything 

you need for happiness.  And you always did. 

 

Happiness can’t be defined, only experienced.  Some use the words: peace, serenity, enjoyment.  

But you don’t know what sight is until the eye is unobstructed. 
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True happiness has no cause.  Nothing causes it.  And the big lie we’ve been told as a kid, and 

one we have passed on to our own kids is, you need to be loved, affirmed, respected and 

appreciated to be truly and deeply contented. 

 

Jesus is certainly one person who showed this is not the case.  He didn’t need external causes for 

his happiness and contentment. 

 

And so in my imagination Jesus would say something like, 

 

Look, you’ve gone to school for all these years.  You’ve listened, worked hard, studied. 

This is good.  This will be very helpful.  But now, forget everything you’ve learned.   

 

We’ve taught you, as parents, as well-meaning adults in your lives, to be a “success.”  

We’re sorry. 

 

You’ve got to become like children again.  Go back to square one, in order to discover 

what it’s all about.  We’re sorry. 

 

We got carried away.  The stuff we taught you was important.  But it’s not the most 

important—not even close.  And because we’ve acted like the acquisition of knowledge, 

achievement, getting good grades, getting into a good college—so you can get a good 

job, so you can make good money to buy stuff and maybe raise a family, so you will be 

happy—because we’ve acted like this was the most important thing and is the key to 

happiness, we’ve probably really screwed you up.  So we’re sorry. 

 

Because you’ve always had everything you need to be absurdly happy and deeply 

content.  And this will release you to love wastefully and without condition, and to 

discover a certain courage you didn’t know you had. 

 

 

(NOTE: The spoken sermon, also available online, may differ slightly in phrasing and detail 

from this manuscript version.) 


